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Silver Versus Chrome (Part 1) 
BY JOE KOESTER 

[Note from the editor: This two-part article was originally published in Scott News, Vol. 2, 
No. 4 and Vol. 3, No. 1, December 1993 and March 1994, respectively. It is reprinted here 
with the permission of Scott News and the author A few very minor changes have been 
made to the original article. Scott News is the newsletter published by the E.H. Scott His-
torical Society and is, as you would expect, devoted to Scott radios. To inquire about join-
ing the E.H. Scott Historical Society, contact Kent King, 337 York Avenue, Delaware, OH 
43015, email kent3256@hotmail.com] 

The early to mid-1930s was an 
exciting time for the continuing 

development of radio. Although the 
country was in the grasp of the Great 
Depression and the average person 
wasn't buying radio sets the way 
manufacturers and dealers would have 
liked, top-end sets were available and, 
like automobiles, were undergoing 
continual refinement with a brand new 
model every year—or even more 
frequently! 
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Foremost among the manufacturers 
buying full page advertisements in the 
prominent (and no doubt expensive!) first few pages of 
the popular monthly Radio News was Earnest 
Humphrey Scott of the famed Scott Radio Laboratories 
in Chicago. The Lincoln Radio Corporation, also of 
Chicago, was advertising its Deluxe SW 33 receiver 
right alongside Scott's Allwave Deluxe ( 12-tube), and 
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the Midwest Radio Corporation of 
Cincinnati, Ohio was touting its All 
Wave 16-tube (more is always 
better, right?) radio for only $39.95, 
completely assembled with large 
dual speakers. 

Lincoln Radio, headed by William 
H. Hollister, gave Scott a run for 
his money from about 1928 through 
the second half of the 1930s. 
A good account of this is contained 
in Marvin Hobbs' book 
E.H. Scott:... The Dean of DX. 
Scott's real competition during the 

entire decade of the 1930s was McMurdo Silver, 
President of the Silver-Marshall Company in Chicago, 
and later the McMurdo Silver Corporation, also in the 
Windy City. Not to discount the merits of the Lincoln 
or Midwest radios, but for the sake of this article, we 
will attempt to compare the Scott and McMurdo Silver 

(Continued on page 3) 
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ABOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became 
the monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio 

Club in June 1994. Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and 
Radio Age were separate publications. 

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue 
after the membership application and dues are received. Dues 
are US $20 per year in the US, Canada, and Mexico, and US $35 
elsewhere, payable in US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life 
memberships are available; contact the Membership Chair (see 
column at left). All checks are payable to MAARC and, for new 
members, must accompany the membership application, which 
is available from the Membership Chair or the MAARC website 
(www.maarc.org). If you change your mailing address, email, or 
phone number, please notify the Membership Chair immediately 
so corrections can be made to MAARC's membership roster and 
Radio Age mailing lists. The Post Office will not forward your 
newsletters. 

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 
(August 1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. I 
(October 1975) are available for $ 1.75 each postpaid from the 
Membership Chair. Make checks payable to MAARC. 

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is 
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC 
format via email or on a 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII (such as 
WordPad), MS Word (Windows), RTF, or Word Perfect format, 
without fancy formatting, because the editors will have to 
modify it anyway. Photographs, if hardcopy, should be high 
quality black and white or color. Softcopy graphics files should 
be in TIFF or JPEG formats in at least 300 dpi; contact the 
editors for further guidance. Send your submission to either 
editor and include your name, address, phone, and email. 

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Unless otherwise 
announced, MAARC monthly meetings are held at the Seventh 
Day Adventist Church in Burtonsville, MD. Consult "MAARC 
Your Calendar!" in this issue for dates and times. Park in the 
lot behind the church but do not block the fire line to the rear 
parking lot. Entrance to the meeting is through the gymnasium 
door. 

To 1-695 
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To 1-495 

New Hope Seventh Day Adventist Church 
15121 McKnew Road 

Burtonsville, MD 
(McKnew Road is 1.5 miles west of I-95 
and 3/4 mile east of US 29.) 
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(Continued from page 1) 
offerings. We'll wade through the advertising and 
evaluations of the newest Scott and Silver-
manufactured receivers and try to draw a few 
comparisons (with the help of the Consumers Union) 
and maybe even a conclusion! 

Scott Allwave Deluxe 

The year 1932 saw E.H. Scott introduce his new 
Allwave Deluxe covering the frequency range of 15 to 
550 meters. This set was a vast improvement over his 
earlier Allwave 12 Double Dial, with two tuning knobs 
and plug-in coils that had to be changed for each wave 
band. The new model hosted a unique rotary tuner that 
allowed the listener to move between the broadcast 
band and three shortwave bands with a "flick of a 
switch." In the August 1932 edition of Radio News the 
Scott Allwave Deluxe (AW) 12 and the Silver-Marshall 
Model 728 were reviewed. Actually the Scott article, 
written by S.G. Taylor, was in three parts, continuing in 
the September and October issues of that year. The 
Silver-Marshall article was considerably shorter and 
was authored by McMurdo Silver himself. 

In the first part of the review of Scott's Allwave 12, 
Taylor describes this new superheterodyne as offering 
evidence of what the engineering laboratories can 
produce when not hampered with the necessity of 
turning out a product to meet a price, and when it is not 
carried away with every new development that has been 
given wide publicity during the preceding year or two. 
Working on the theory that attention to details in 
refinement and development to produce the utmost in 
tone quality, sensitivity, selectivity, and simplicity of 
operation is what the public wants, the laboratory 
engineers went to work on this receiver. 

The Scott Allwave 12 covers 15 to 550 meters without 
a break, and employs twelve tubes in all, with nine on 
the tuner chassis and three on the power amplifier/ 
power supply chassis. The receiver is separated into 
two chromium-plated chassis to avoid crowding that 
would be necessary if the components were all placed 
on one chassis. (Note: the AW 12 is only the second 
Scott receiver to be chrome-plated; the AW 12 double-
dial was the first.) 

This receiver was really designed to be "idiot proof," 
with a minimum number of controls. In addition to the 
revolutionary single-dial tuning, the only other front 
panel controls are the volume control and the local-
distant switch on either side of the band switch, with 
the single tuning knob above. The AC toggle switch is 

on the side of the cabinet, because technology had not 
yet mated on-off switches to volume controls. This was 
also considered a plus, because the possibilities of 
inducing hum into the receiver from the AC line was 
considerably reduced. 

Some versions of the AW 12 came with two other 
controls protruding through the side of the cabinet not 
far from the AC switch—a pre-tuner to match antenna 
to set, consisting of a step switch for several coils and a 
tuning capacitor. These could have a dramatic effect on 
an already-hot receiver! With regard to the band 
switching mechanism, it was truly revolutionary for the 
day. Taylor stated that the Scott system provides just as 
high efficiency as achieved with plug-in coils, "an 
accomplishment worthy of note." I guess he must have 
tried to use the older double-dial 12 on shortwave and 
got tired of removing the coil cover and changing two 
coils for each band. The continuous band coverage is 
divided as follows: 550 to 200 meters (545 kHz to 1500 
kHz—the AM broadcast band of the era), 200 to 61 
meters ( 1.5 MHz to 4.9 MHz), 60 to 23 meters (4.9 
MHz to 13 MHz), and 23 meters to 15 meters ( 13 MHz 
to 20 MHz). This put shortwave in the hands of anyone 
who could operate a regular broadcast band receiver. 

In addition to a simplified receiver, Taylor notes that 
Scott has mated a fine shortwave set with an 
outstanding audio system, something that Scott (a lover 
of fine music) continued throughout his management of 
the company. The low notes are present in their full 
proportions, the higher notes, which lend color to both 
music and speech reproduction, are present in a natural 
but not over-emphasized degree. So we have a fine 
tone quality and over-abundant volume with absolute 
minimal distortion, coupled with a receiver that has 
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TO A COMPETITIVE TEST 
Let's cut out the " bunk" in radio selling 

here's my proposition! 

re  ---/.e 
E. H. SCOTT 

designerand cus. 
t am •huilder of 
Super powered 
Radio Receivers 

since 1924 

HERE ARE 

A FEW REASONS WHY I DARE 

MAKE THIS BOLD OFFER 

Primarily because I know that the SCOTT ALL-
WAVE XV is built with greater care and tech-
nical exactness than any other all-wave radio 
receiver in the world • Because scan. re-
ceivers are giving superlatively fine service to 
owners in every state in the U. S. A. and 118 
foreign countries • Because I have personally 
tested SCOTT receivers for distance reception 
in the farthest corners of the world under al-
most every possible climatic condition • Be-
cause 1 have been making all-wave receivers 
exclusively for nearly six years • Because 
SCOTT receivers hold more authenticated 
records for distance reception than any other 
receiver in the world • Because the SCOTT 
ALL-WAVE XV is the most thoroughly tested 
receiver ever marketed Because the labora-
tories in which the SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV 
is built are equipped with the most accurate and 
delicate measuring devices known to the radio 
world, on which each receiver must show per-
fection • Because I believe 
that the prospective all-wave 
radio buyer deserves a square 
deal. 

a II IS 

It's no wonder that you, as the prospective buyer of an all-wave radio receiver, are 
confused by all the hue and cry of various manufacturers. Obviously, there can be 

but one receiver that actually deserves the title " Rest!" But how are you to know 
which one? My suggestion to you— and my challenge to the radio industry— is 
that you be allowed to find out for yourself by actual trial in your own home. I 
have sufficient confidence in the superiority of the SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV 
—above any other all-wave receiver on the market today—to abide willingly 
by your findings. 

YOU Make This Test.. 
In Your Own Home —You to be the Final Judge! 
Get a SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV—direct from the Laboratory where it is custom-built — 
install it in your home and test it side by side with any other all-wave receiver in the 
world. If, at the end of thirty days' competitive trial you are not entirely satisfied that the 
SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV brings in more stations, from greater distances, with more 
volume and better tone, on both the short waves and the broadcast band, than any other 
all.wave receiver built, you can return it without question. If it fails in any way to deliver 
exactly the performance claimed for it, the trial doesn't cost you • dime. This is a clean. 
cut proposition—there are no "ifs," "ands" or "buts" about it. 

Don't be"Soldna Radio— BUY it on Facts 
Disregard all claims—remember that adjectives and fancy phrases can be used by anyone. 
Your investment in an all-wave receiver is a sizeable one, and deserves serious consider-
'anon. Make the receiver you finally select prove itself in actual operation over a long 
enough period of time to be conclusive. 

You Can't Buy Custom-Built Quality 
for $39.50 or $59.50 

Radio receivers can be built by only two methods. One is the "production line" system 
where sets are turned out cheaply in great volume. The other is the custom.building 
system, where exquisite care and micrometricallv exact technical handicraft goes into the 
slow and painstaking construction of each individual receiver. Probably the SCOTT 
ALL-WANrE XV is the only all-wave receiver on the market today that can honestly lay 
claim to the right to be called "custom.built," because it is the only one entirely built 
with scientific precision, designed and sold in its manufacturer's own technical laboratories. 
Your own judgment will tell you that such construction can't be accomplished at a selling 
price of $39-50, $ 59.50, or $79.50 — particularly when to manufacturing costs must be 
added the expenses of liberal profit to jobbers and dealers. 

Dollar for Dollar— the SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV 
Is the Biggest Value in All-Wave Radio Today 
If you could look at the "insides" of other all-wave receivers, you immediately would see 
why the SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV is such a big value, even if you knew absolutely nothing 
about radio construction. You would find ample evidence of thoughtful, technically 
perfect building in the clean-cut, orderly parts assembly of the SCOTT ALL-WAVE XV. 
You would find oversize and overstrength construction everywhere—tuning condensers, 
for instance, that are more than twice as large and correspondingly more sturdy and last-
ingly accurate. In short, you would find innumerable point, of superiority that would 
instantly explain to you why this is the only all-wave receiver given a five.year warranty by 
a responsible manufacturer. Why not take advantage of the opportunity you are offered 
of making an actual convincing test yourself through side-bv.eide comparison of any 
other receiver, during a thirty-day trial period. Send the coupon NOW for complete details. 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4440 Ravenswood Ave. Dept. 5A5 Chicago, Illinois 

GET COMPLETE DETAILS 
OF THIS AMAZING PLAN 
Mail this coupon at ONCE for full 
information about the SCOTT ALL. 
WAVE X V, including technical data, 
l'ROOF of every claim for superi-
ority, and particulars about our 30-
day trial offer. 

MAIL THIS 
COUPON NOW AL LWAVE XV 

E. H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Inc. 
4440 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. SA 5 
Chicago, Ill. 

Send me at once all particulars ding 
the SCOTT ALLWAVE  X V, and of your 
30-day trial offer for competitive test. 

Name 

Address 

City  

State 

al 
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astonishing sensitivity on the broadcast band. Taylor 
found that when operating from an average location, he 
was able to tune in broadcast stations on every 
available channel (every 10 kHz) in use at that time. At 
his test site in Fairfield Beach, Connecticut, he found 
stations on every channel twice during the course of a 
week, with the sole exception of 840 KHz, a frequency 
allocated to a Canadian station. On Sunday afternoon, 
May 29, 1932 he logged in stations on 53 of the 96 
available "channels," as follows: 

560 570 580 590 600 610 630 660 690 

700 710 760 780 790 810 830 860 890 

920 940 950 990 1000 1010 1020 1060 1070 

1100 1130 1150 1170 1180 1200 1210 1220 1250 

1270 1280 1300 1310 1320 1330 1350 1360 1370 

1400 1410 1420 1430 1450 1460 1490 1500 

The results of the Sunday afternoon test were 
straightforward. They were not obtained after a long 
succession of tests, rather by a simple afternoon of 
sampling the ether while enjoying a weekend at the 
beach. Of his evening tests (May 21 and 28), one was 
done while a thunderstorm raged, producing rather 
heavy static throughout the evening. The second 
evening was warm and clear, and free from static. 
Shortly after midnight a try was made for the West 
Coast stations, and KFI (Los Angeles) came in fairly 
strong with only moderate fading. The noise level 
experienced with this receiver was surprisingly low 
when compared to signal level. As evidence, Taylor 
states that many stations 1,000 miles or more distant 
were brought in with little more noise than would be 
experienced in listening to nearby stations. Station 
WCCO in Minneapolis was tuned in, and switching 
back and forth from this to local stations having the 
same "chain" (network) programs, it was difficult to 
determine which was the local station. 

The next test of the Allwave 12 took place at three 
separate locations, one in New York City, one in West 
Nyack, New Jersey, and another in a wooded area 
about ten miles up the Hudson River from the city. 
These tests produced signals from all the more 
commonly heard European stations, as well as 
American and South American stations. The stations all 
came in with more than ample volume at low volume 
settings with outstanding clarity—attesting to Scott's 
mating of a sensitive and selective receiver with a true 
audio system. A station in Sydney, Australia (VK3ME) 

came in on a Sunday afternoon with uncommonly good 
reception for that hour of the morning. 

Taylor continued his evaluation of the Scott AW 12 at 
Fairfield Beach and discovered that the receiver was 
capable of receiving European stations without an 
antenna! While listening to station EAQ in Madrid, 
Spain, Taylor noted that it was coming in somewhat 
stronger than usual. He first disconnected the outside 
antenna and substituted a short indoor antenna, and still 
received a very good signal. He then tried a six-foot 
piece of wire and a one-foot wire before removing all 
connections from the antenna terminal. With nothing 
connected, EAQ could be heard intelligently twelve 
feet from the speaker. Taylor concluded that "this 
receiver seems to be one which will meet the demands 
of every type of radio listener..." 

"Its operation is so simple that even a novice will not 
have the least difficulty in using it. On the other hand 
its performance is such as to satisfy the requirements of 
the most rabid DX fan, and not the least of its 
advantages is the fact that maximum performance is 
easily obtained, even by one who knows nothing about 
the technical side of radio." 

Scott's advertisements touted the virtues of this 
receiver, claiming sensitivity of 12/1000ths of a 
microvolt per meter at 1400 kHz and 6/10th of a 
microvolt at 600 kHz, for an average of several 
thousand times more sensitivity than engineers 
considered possible. This sensitivity would not be 
practical were it not for the unique means by which this 
receiver lowers the natural noise level of reception. The 
receiver brings in stations at most any distance with 
local volume, and with volume enough to be heard a 
block away. Selectivity is equally important, and Scott 
claimed that at 1000 kHz the AW 12 gives 4.5 kHz 
separation provided the field strength of one station 
does not exceed the other by more than ten times, and 
nine kHz of separation when the field strength of one 
station exceed the other by 100 times. 

"Insofar as audio reproduction is concerned, the AW 12 
has a new Class A linear amplifier that gives perfectly 
uniform response to all frequencies from 30 to 8,000 
cycles, providing perfect reproduction and linear output 
at low as well as high volume." 

In the January 1933 issue of Radio News, Scott claimed 
that since January 1, 1932, more than 19,000 logs of 
foreign reception had been received from Scott owners. 
Another selling point for the AW 12 was a five-year 
guarantee (except for tubes) against breakdown or 
service failure. 
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NOT JUST 
WORLD-WIDE RECEPTION 

BUT CLEARER, STRONGER.. REALLY ENJOYABLE 

13-5 7 t) r:, , ine dud. Interstation 3 14/ run ad output 
and giant theatre speaker four times as ed.. tent as ordinary !P.a.'Tu. Sensitivity 

less than one•hal f microvolt. Select.% st, - absolute 10 ke. Each 
Ur logged on three foreign stations before shipment. 

• 

Creative genius is never content with things as they are. Ahead some-
where there is always a brighter goal that would antiquate all previous 
achievement. 
McMurdo Silver is never satisfied with radio as it is. His official 

record of 40 previous major advancements in the reception art, bears 
witness to.this simple but glittering truth. His standing in the highly 
exclusive field of engineering research, and his thousands of followers 
testify to the worth of his leadership. 

It would hardly seem probable, therefore, that Mr. Silver would 
offer his Masterpiece unless it could readily demonstrate an unmis-
takable superiority over anything else available. And it would be 
absurd to assume that Admiral Byrd would select Iwo Masterpiece 
receivers for his forthcoming Polar expedition. unless he, too, knew 
that • I..• Masterpiece was the best he could get. 

YOUR EARS WILL QUICKLY PROVE 
THE CORRECTNESS OF THESE FACTS 

The story of any receiver is conclusively toi.,l  l., y engineering curves 
plotted of its sensitivity, selectivity, fidelity and signal-to-noise ratio. 
The sensitivity curve of the Masterpiece shows that this receiver will 
give you louder and clearer reproduction of transoceanic reception than 
any other receiver you can buy. And your own ears will instantly bear 
this out on London, Paris, Berlin, Madrid or any of the other far-off 
stations the Masterpiece so easily receives. The signal-to-noise ratio 
curve of the Masterpiece shows clearly that this receiver will give you 
10,000 mile reception over and above a lower noise level than has ever 
been reached before. Your own ears will readily bear this out too. The 
fidelity curve of the Masterpiece, as compared to the fidelity curves 
of other receivers, shows the Masterpiece to be responsive to a wider 
range of frequencies at all degrees of volume. And no critical ear is 
required to discern the difference as poured forth from the Master-
piece speaker. The selectivity curve of the Masterpiece shows that this 
receiver is exactly as you wish it to be; namely, capable of distinctly 
separating all channels. 

10 DAY TEST OFFER 
LETS YOU PROVE THE MASTERPIECE TO YOURSELF 

The Masterpiece is unconditionally guaranteed to satisfy you, or 
your money back instantly . . . no questions asked. All of which 
means that you can order the Masterpiece for 10 days test without 
risking a dollar. In that time you can compare the Masterpiece to 
other receivers and thereby see for yourself why McMurdo Silver 
has earned international recognition as an engineering leader. 
The coupon will bring you the full technical story of the Masterpiece. 

McMURDO SILVER, Inc. 
1733 BELMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

McMurdo Silver, Inc.. 1733 Belmont Ave., Chicago, U. S.A. 
Send me full technical information of the Masterpiece. 

Name  

Street   

Town State  

McMurdo Silver 
who is officially credited with 40 

major radio advancements 

I. First practical and popular 
•uperlieterodynni in the 
world- I923. 

2. First portable auperhetero-
dyne-O'er:12' including 
batteries- 1923. 

3. First practical and popular 
really portable •uperhet - 
1924. 

4. First all wave t.r.f. receiver 
- 1925. 

5. First all wave Imperhet, 15 
to 3000 metene-1925. 

6. First high quality audio 
transformer with 5000 cycle 
cot.oll- 5926. 

7. First selective power-supply 
filter- I926. 

8. First popular one dial tri. 
receiver kit- 5926. 

1. First short wave receiver-
1926. 

II. First plug-in coil short wave 
receiver- 1926. 

11. First B power unit to use 
glow voltage regulator tube 
-1927. 

12. First shielded all wave 
auperhet, 15 to 30011 meter. 
- 1927. 

IS, First altielded 200 to 3000 
meter tri. receiver kit-
1927. 

14. First shielded t.r.f, receiver 
kit- 1927. 

IS. First screen grid tri. re-
ceiver- 1927. 

16. First acreen grid shielded 
mtperhet-1927. 

17. First single unit shieldml 
if. amplifier uno- 1927. 

18. First tuned Cf. amplifier 
unit- 1927. 

11. First shielded A.C. tri. 
receiver kit- 1927. 

21. Finn A.C. superliet-1927. 
21, Fout popular high quality 

push-pull audio transform-
er•-1927. 

22. First portable A.C. public 
address arnplitier-1921S. 

23. First one dial, five tuned 
circuit t.r.f . receiver-192S. 

24. First receiver to uae four 
•creen grid tubes- 1928. 

25. First tuned audio trans-
former» eliminating hyster-
etic distortion- 1928. 

26. First audio transformer for 
screen grid tubes- 1928. 

27. First generally available 
rack and panel public-
addrese erne:n-1929. 

28. First A.C. screen grid re-
ceiver- 1929. 

29. First band selector receiver 
- 1929. 

AS. First screen grid power de-
tection- 1929. 

31. First receiver having now 
universally used practical 
tone control- 1929. 

32. First A.C. abort wave re-
ceiver- 1929. 

33. First R.C.A. licensee to 
announce superhet et - 1930. 

34. First midget superhetcro-
dyne-1930. 

35. First 15 to 550 meter re-
ceiver not to use plug-in 
coils- 1931. 

36. First dual tone control sys-
tem- 1031. 

37. First receiver to use varice-
ma or miser control screen 
grid tuber- 1931. 

38. First I 6 to 550 meter super-
het with innate accurately 
calibrated dial- 1932. 

31. First regular broadcast 
superhet to also be able to 
get police calls- I 932. 

N. First "Class A prime" high 
quality audio power am. 

TESTIMONY AGAIN PROVES LEADER-
SHIP OF SILVER ENGINEERING 

• 
OFFICIAL REPORT SAYS, "BEST" 

"Possibly with our letterhead idiota!> cg 55 
as an experimental laboratory, it aught be 
well to mention that we are not interested in 
the stale or advertiaing of any make of radio. 
At present we are interested in preparing 
data relative to intermediate, short wave and 
ult ra abort wave reception unaffected by yeti-
ou•conditions :daylig ht and darkness, humid - 
By, barometrical pressures, etc. tvithdifferent 
types of antennae. Naturally we must have 
instrumenta built to the highest laboratory 
mandard• of selectivity, tone,sensitivit y and. 
above all the receiver most be versatile. 
We find the new MASTERPIECE the 

beet receiver that we have purchased or 
seed. Since reception of distant and local 
Stations primarily interests the layman it is 
well to mention that receivers employing a 
multiplicity of controle and trimmers, dial 
calibration. not understood by taie •verage 
person are playthings in a lab and in moat 
ca., necks, to the average listener. THE 
MASTERPIECE is simplicity itself-All 
anyone has to do is pick out a station from 
•ny broadcmt :luting either broadcast or 
shortwave, take the first two figures of its 
assigned wave and tune in the station. 
Although perhaps a slightly lengthy testi-

monial, let us divide tbe remainder of this 
communication into three parts covering 
broadcast, short wave and DX code recep-
tion. We will ( annela proof of reception and 
remember we are within a radius of 40 miles 
of the moat powerful broadcasting stations 
in the world including code transmission. 

1. Broadcast SS() to 1500 ht. Daylight - 
WMCA, WEAF, WOE, WJZ, WGY„ 
WEEU, KDKA, WBZA WPG, WRVA, 
WOV WCAU WINS WCAD, WODA, 

WEVb, WOKO, WJSV, 
WNBF, WABC. 

2. Short wave. 1 Australia; 8 England; 
4 France; 4 Germany; 1 Siberia; 5 Canada; 
I Africa; 2 Italy; 5 South America; I Switzer-
land; I Denmark; 1 Coats Rica; and 1 
Spain. etc. 

3. DX •ignalis from every country In the 
world can lar copied. 

Broadcast at night. It',impossible to list 
all broadcasting stations heard but out-
standing performances such as 11100 watt 
statics. 1150 the power of IZEI Loa Angeles 
coming in with good volume. i.e.. EFOX. 
KFPV from California. Havana, Cuba. 
Mexico City, Del Rio and stations all oyes 
Canada. H. B. Miles, 

IlLenon Place, Middletown, N.V. 

"FROM" R.C.A. 
"Before melts your recent letter with numer-
ous tentituonials of the wonderful results 
enjoyed by MASTERPIECE owners. 
Frankly, I see no excuse for anything but the 
best in s receiver designed by you. This, 1 
explain by intying that in my twelve years of 
close relationship with every type of re-
ceiver and transmitter the name McMurdo 
Silver is frequently mentioned. When I 
studied and trained with R.C.A. your name 
was ot ten mentioned ma furemom authority 
on superheterodyne tuner design." 

M. O. C., Los Angeles, Calif. 

EXACTLY AS PROMISED 
"lc-animism?, too in vi.la gt praise of the MAS-
TERPIECL. My net waved safely March 
3rd dud I set it upon the table tor a tryout. 
The tone its excellent and the selectivny is 
wonderful. I did not have the time to proper-
ly install the set until Sunday. March 5th 
when at 3:30 P.h5. all was ready-and right 
off the handle I tuned in EAV with more 
volume than we could use. This was using 
the comparatively short indoor aerial. The 
reception was remarkably clear and free 
from static. Later on I received the some 
station with the squelch tube in but, of 
course, at times the signal 'went out.' 
Germany was also received in the after-

noon and at 9:45 P.M. ( EST) Germany was 
picked about 6000 kc. and the German elec-
tion returns were heard clearly. 
To cap the climax I got up early today and 

at about 6:30 A.M. after some juggling I 
received VICZFC at 10320 kc. right on the 
button. This i• Sydney. Antstrntha. Forgot 
to say that Saturday. March 11th (on the 
short antenna) I picked up England with 
good speaker volume and received the news 
of the California earthquake at 6:20 A.M. 
Also one of the ambition* of my radio ex-
perience was realized. I heard ' Big Ben' in 
London strike by direct reception. 

estatúder your set the finest piece of radio 
work lu the world-if the mutton is on the 
air the MASTERPIECE will eel it. 
I thank you for the personal oterist you 

have taken in my set and have followed you 
advice with great success. Again I resma 
that I am absolutely =dieted . . all copee 
touons have been exceeded. So I look at the 
tuner and say 'baby-you can bring t limn in. 

Best wishes for you sud the MASTER 
PIECE." G. F. B..BrIdgeport. Conn. 

1Yost are invited to visit our new, 
greatly enlarged laboratories and 
demonstration rooms-made possi-
ble by the world-wide acceptance 

accorded the Masterpiece.  
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McMurdo Silver Model 728 

McMurdo Silver, then-President of Silver-Marshall, 
Inc., described his Model 728 in the August 1932 issue 
of Radio News in an article entitled "Latest Advances 
in Modern 'Super' Design." According to Silver, the 
728, which was introduced at the May ( 1932) Trade 
Show, used the best possible audio system for home 
reproduction—straight type 45 triodes operated in 
push-pull as class A amplification. In addition to the 
two 45s, the 728 tube complement consisted of three 

type 58s ( 1st detector, 1st IF, and 2nd IF), four type 56s 
(AVC, 2nd detector, 1st audio driver, and oscillator), 
and a type 82 mercury vapor rectifier. The 728 covered 
the broadcast band and also tuned the all-American 
police call frequencies, but did not tune the higher 
shortwave bands that were quite well covered by the 
Scott AW 12 Deluxe, which was already being 
marketed at that time. While no doubt a good receiver, 
the 728 was not designed to compete with Scott's 
offerings. 

McMurdo Silver Model 727SW 

Silver-Marshall was marketing another receiver, the 
727SW (shortwave), and Silver claimed that "some 
thousands" of those receivers were in service around 
the world, and seemed to more than justify the 
prophecy that they would prove to be extremely 
satisfactory shortwave receivers. Even so, Silver-
Marshall was already advertising the 728SW on the 
back pages. 

McMurdo Silver Model 728SW 

McMurdo Silver proudly announced the exclusive new 
"Class A-Prime" audio in the All-Wave Chassis 
728SW on the back cover of the July 1932 issue of 
Radio News. It boasted "enormously increased" output, 
new type tubes, increased sensitivity, one calibrated 
allwave dial, one or two speakers, and twelve tubes. 
The ad consisted of the above, with neither drawing nor 
picture, and invited the reader to write for details or 
contact a dealer. 

The set appeared on the back cover of the next month's 
issue of the magazine, but shared the page with a 
smaller ad for Silver-Marshall's complete line of PA 
(public address) equipment. The 728SW (SW for 
shortwave) covered the frequency range of 550 kHz to 
23 MHz, but the advertisement paid more attention to 
the audio section, described as a "class A-prime" audio 

with two type-45 tubes in push pull with a third 45 as a 
driver. 

The 728SW had automatic volume control and a tuning 
meter on a single chassis measuring 201/4 long, 101/4 
deep, and 7 1/2 high. The set came with a front panel (no 
cabinet) and an 11 1/4-inch speaker for $58.50 net. The 
728SW remained on the back cover of Radio News 
through the October 1932 issue, which also declared 
that "The cost of the 728SW is ridiculously low. It is 
only 1/2 of the price of so-called competitive sets—yet it 
is GUARANTEED to do anything that any other 
receiver will—and more. And we back that statement 
up not by idle boasts and challenges, but by offering 
YOU a ten-day free trial in YOUR home with a money 
back guarantee." 

The many features of the 728SW were described in an 
article entitled "Improved Design for UNIVERSAL 
'SUPER" by McMurdo Silver in the September 1932 
issue of Radio News. The 728SW differs essentially 
from the 727SW by having twelve tubes, the two extra 
tubes being a separate shortwave oscillator and a driver 
audio stage. The tube complement consisted of five 
type-56 tubes (SW harmonic generator, SW oscillator, 
broadcast oscillator, AVC, second detector), three type-
58 tubes (first detector, first and second IFs - 465 kHz), 
three 45s (audio driver, push-pull outputs), and a type-
82 rectifier. The 728SW covered 550 kHz through 22.7 
MHz in four bands, with dial calibration accurate to 10 
kHz. This receiver had a shortwave oscillator 
employing a separate tube and coil for greater economy 
than the additional switching that would be required if 
only one oscillator circuit were used. The 728SW had 
considerably better sensitivity than the 727SW due to 
the utilization of a harmonic generator or distortion 
amplifier which coupled the oscillator to the 1st 
detector. 

This was the last we saw of the 728SW on the back 
cover of Radio News, because the November 1932 
issue showed the new CB- 1, Silver-Marshall's custom-
built sister radio to the 728SW. This custom-built (CB) 
was probably Silver-Marshall's first true attempt to 
enter the world of then-high-tech top-end custom 
receivers like the Scott Allwave 12 Deluxe. Outwardly 
the CB-1 was resplendent in brass-plated, brushed, 
buffed, and lacquered chassis and shields, ready to 
display in the open. One would have thought that this 
new set would appear on many more back covers, but it 
was conspicuously absent from the December, 1932 
Radio News, which instead sported a full page ad for 
Ohiohm Resistors. 
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McMurdo Silver CB-1 

When Silver-Marshall's last entry into the custom set 
race first appeared on the back cover of the November 
1932 Radio News, the receiver—the new CB-1—was 
reviewed by S. Gordon Taylor and William C. Dorf of 
the magazine's laboratory staff. The staff went down to 
the Silver Marshall plant, and picked up a CB-1 that 
had just been okayed, and drove to the Chicago suburbs 
(twelve miles from the loop) where the set was tested. 
They found that the CB-1 was very sensitive and 
selective on the broadcast band. The radio was also 
extremely sharp on the shortwave bands, bringing in a 
number of European stations with clarity and volume 
and an unusual lack of noise. The test continued in the 
east at Fairfield Beach, Connecticut and in New York 
City. Again the test results were very good, with 
stations received on practically every channel on the 
broadcast band and slightly less results on shortwave, 
attributed to poor receiving conditions—not the radio. 
In New York City the results were also very good, and 
were comparable to those obtained at the other 
locations. The tone quality was described as 
satisfactory with a surprisingly high volume output. 

The Silver Masterpiece (Masterpiece I) 

The advertisement pattern suggests that McMurdo 
Silver had evidently decided to go head-to-head with 
Scott (and maybe Lincoln and perhaps Midwest?), 
because he returned to the back cover of the January 
1933 issue of Radio News with yet another new radio 
and a new name. No longer Silver-Marshall, the new 
firm bore just his name: "McMurdo Silver, Inc.," and 
the radio was the first in a series of "Masterpieces." 
Known as the Silver Masterpiece, and later as the 
Masterpiece I, this polished brass and aluminum beauty 
boasted fifteen tubes. First marketed in October 1932, 
the set maintained its presence on the back cover 
through the May 1933 issue; however, the following 
month the Silver Masterpiece changed colors and 
appeared—a la Scott—in polished chromium for the 
first time. One could almost sense that Silver was 
attempting to copy and better Scott in the custom radio 
market. From this point on, McMurdo Silver's 
Masterpiece receivers, like Scotts, were all chrome 
plated. Some radio collectors today believe the Scotts 
had a better quality chrome plating than the McMurdo 
Silver models. 

When describing the brand-new Silver Masterpiece in 
the February 1933 Radio News, McMurdo Silver 
modestly stated that this ( 1932) was his 20th year in 
radio, "during which time he has been just about 

everything from porter to president: amateur, set 
builder, serviceman, dealer, jobber, manufacturer and 
engineer. During this period his primary interest was 
engineering, and in consequence he has probably 
designed and manufactured more different radio 
receivers than any other living man. He recently 
decided to devote himself to his life-long ideal, the 
precision engineering of the finest types of radio 
apparatus. The result of this decision is an all-wave 
superhetrodyne into which has gone the experience of 
years of practical radio engineering—a receiver 
designed to satisfy the dream of the most exacting radio 
enthusiast. His 'Masterpiece' is a laboratory built 
instrument throughout, and each set is individually 
measured on the most exacting laboratory instruments 
for sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity." 

The Masterpiece has a complement of fifteen tubes 
(three more than Scott's AW 12), with seven type 56s 
(RF, oscillator, diode detector, AVC, noise suppressor/ 
squelch, bfo, and 1st audio), three 58s (RF and 1st and 
2nd IF), one 57 ( 1st detector), two 45s (push-pull 
audio), and two 80s (rectifiers). 

One-Upsmanship Continues 

The posturing between McMurdo Silver and Scott 
probably began in earnest (no pun intended) around 
1930 when Scott was advertising his AC 10 Screen 
Grid model and Silver had his 722 model. Scott began 
advertising his first chrome-plated true shortwave set in 
1930, the new Scott Allwave (we call it the double-dial 
12). For the sake of comparison, the McMurdo 728 
series (728, 727S W, 728SW) were probably in the same 
ballpark. The Allwave 12 (double-dial) evolved into the 
AW 12 (single dial), and McMurdo Silver's CB-1 and 
Masterpiece I and the Scott AW 12 were comparable 
sets. 

McMurdo Silver must have been driven to come out 
with a new model radio every fall, just like the 
automobile industry. The Masterpiece I was superseded 
by the new Masterpiece II in October 1933, which first 
appeared in Radio News in the November 1933 issue. It 
sported a revised circuit, now with twelve tubes of 
newer design, and similar to Scott's, had two chassis. 
Scott soon countered with his new Allwave 15 and had 
a full-page spread in the April 1934 Radio News. True 
to form, in October of that year Silver introduced the 
Masterpiece III, again with twelve tubes. McMurdo 
Silver's next model was really a quantum leap over the 
previous sets, and was brought out in the fall of 1935. 
This was the Masterpiece IV with nineteen tubes. It was 
designed to compete with Scott's most advanced set, 
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Make out 
CHRISTMAS 
IN 
wit/e« SCOTT ALLWAVE.Delume RADIO 

This year . . . and for many a year to come . 

you can enjoy by radie the Yuletide entertainment 
of the whole world. Not just the carols and cele. 

brations cf y"ur own land, which this radio brings 

you with th. finest tone quality known, but those 

of every couutry on earth where Christmas is cele. 

brated can cime to you with all the sweetness and 

richness of tone with which they are broadcast 

from station, in England, France, Germany, Spain, 
Italy, Australia ... everywhere! 

The SCOTT ALL-WAVE Deluxe makes this mar-
velous Holiday experience possible ... and extends 
its delight to linger throUgh every day of the year. 

No longer need you be restricted in your radio re-

ception. This costombuiltegieiver makes you list-

ening neighbor to all iee" Ode world. With your 
fingers upon its single teing dial you can twirl 

away countless leaguesAltd listen in on strange and 

fascinating entertainnnt from to,000 miles or more 

away as though you were actually there in person. 

What a marveketts gift for someone whom you want 

to please and honor! Or what a sensible indulgence 
to give youtself such a woncierfullyperforming 

strument that will bring you years of pleasure and 

closer communion with the whole globe's amuse. 

me nil entertainment as broadcast from radio 
sCLans everywhere (at home or in foreign lands) 

Asp all the wave lengths betv.,:en 15 and 55o meters. 
' 

If you decide to purchase an all-wave radio for 

Christmas make sure of this one thing . . . that 

it is the best! For there ..re many allwave re-

ceivers to be had that can, with more or less reg-

ularity, bring in foreign reception. The question 

is not "Can the set do it?" but, "How well can the 

set do it?" The perfect answer will be found only 

in the precision- built, 2- tube SCOTT ALL-
WAVE Deluxe. Proof, together with price, tech-

nical data and all informEion sent upon receipt 

of the coupon below. 

,̀1 "• 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC 

asto Ravenswood Ave., Dept. Ni x3 Chicago. Ill. 

r • mu • aims am asul simmimm sum • mai 

• E. H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Inc. 
a 4.eo Ravenswood Ave., Dept. ti a 3 Clmeago, Ill. • 

Send me at once, without obligation, P.2.00F of SCOTT 
ALLAVAVE Deluxe Radio's supcnority, together with all 
other information. 

Name 

Address   

Tosen   State. 

ome im ma la um Bo moue ma • ml 
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the Imperial Allwave 23 or the Scott Full Range High 
Fidelity. McMurdo Silver's next new entry was the 
Masterpiece V, an improvement over the IV, and a set 
many classic radio collectors consider to be his best 
effort. His last design, the Masterpiece VI, came out in 
October 1937, and the McMurdo Silver Corporation 
ceased to exist within a year. Scott's Imperial Allwave 
23 Full Range High Fidelity was the true competition 
for Silver's last efforts. 

Masterpiece V Versus Allwave 23 

You can imagine that the poor consumer had a real 
dilemma searching through all this conflicting 
advertising trying to find the best receiver for the 
money. Since we can't really rely on the advertising we 
can turn to a respected organization, The Consumers 
Union of U.S., Inc., and their "Report On Two Leading 
Makes Of 'Custom-Built' Radio Receivers." Issued in 
May 1937, the report is "A Comparative Study of the 
Scott and Silver Radio Receivers," specifically the 
"Scott Full Range High Fidelity Receiver" and the 
"McMurdo Silver Masterpiece V." 

According to the report, the Scott and Silver are the 
best known of the so-called custom-built receivers, are 
in the same price class, are "definitely rivals in the 
field," and are both excellent receivers. While both 
units are highly standardized instruments, they are 
closer to being "custom built" than other typical 
receivers such as RCA, Philco, etc. The customer could 
choose from a wide variety of cabinets, with or without 
phonographs, and could indicate minor mechanical and 
electrical variations. Both receivers "show evidence of 
finer workmanship, a higher degree of mechanical and 
electrical perfection that other sets in the same and even 
higher price classes. As these receivers are sold directly 
to the purchaser, rather than through the conventional 
trade channels of distributor (wholesaler) and dealer 
(retailer), the profits which would ordinarily go to those 
intermediaries can be turned into making a better set 
for the money. Consumers Union advises all 
prospective purchasers who are willing to spend over 
$200 for a radio to consider these two units." 

The Consumers Union (CU) report "is based upon 
laboratory tests of both receivers, and also takes into 
account the manufacturer's claims and merchandising 
practices, especially as they may affect (though perhaps 
indirectly) the value of the guarantee received, or the 
manufacturer's adjustment policy, and particularly the 
quality of the service rendered. False or exaggerated 
claims do not necessarily mean, however, that the 
product they represent is inferior in quality." 

"In this case, for example, the Silver is an excellent 
receiver, and is definitely superior to many well-known 
makes sold through regular retail channels at the same 
and higher prices. There is no question that the claims 
made for the Silver receiver, other than those of highly 
satisfactory performance, mechanical excellence, and 
beauty of design, are needlessly or even ludicrously 
exaggerated. There is nothing new in this so far as the 
McMurdo Silver Corporation is concerned, and in 1934 
this organization was restrained by the Federal Trade 
Commission on this score. Investigation has shown 
many of the Silver testimonials to be of dubious 
significance." 

"There are necessarily many points of similarity 
between the Scott and Silver receivers, in reference to 
which both receivers may well be considered together. 
In our ratings, we shall confine ourselves to the 
differences between the units which may be of 
significance to the prospective buyer." 

"Both receivers are guaranteed for a period of five 
years against any defects in workmanship or materials. 
The power and tuning units are separate in the Scott 
and Silver sets, rather than consolidated in a single 
chassis. The chassis of both sets are chromium plated, 
rather than the cheaper and customary dull cadmium, 
and give every indication of a high degree of 
craftsmanship. The sensitivity—the ability to pick up 
weak signals—of both the Scott and Silver receivers is 
wholly adequate. This sensitivity is usable to a large 
extent due to the low noise level which is characteristic 
of both sets." 

Both receivers "are shipped as separate units—tuning 
chassis, power supply and amplifier, speaker or 
speakers, and cabinet. The electrical units are 
interconnected by a simple plug and cable system. Both 
receivers have the on-off switch independent of any 
other control, which is the preferred design, as it is 
often desirable to turn the receiver off with all controls 
(particularly the tone or volume control, one of which 
is usually ganged with the on-off switch) at a preferred 
setting." 

"The prices given in the ratings below are the 
customer's net costs. However, both the Scott and 
Silver Companies are in the habit of making frequent 
special offers, which save the buyer about $30 on a 
complete installation. The prospective customer, in 
estimating the price of his radio (with cabinet), is safe 
in subtracting $30 from the total estimated net cost." 

To be continued. Part 2 of this article will appear in the 
October issue of Radio Age.• 
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RCA and My Family 
BY LEIGHTON GREENOUGH 

Brian Belanger's article on David Sarnoff in 
Radio Age for February 2001 brought 

memories to me and my wife Barbara—memories 
of childhood to her, the beginning of a technical 
career to me. The picture caption on page 9 of 
Brian's article refers to RCA personnel bringing 
home television sets for field trials. My wife's father 
(N.R. Jones, an engineer at GE and later at RCA) 
did the same for facsimile during the 1930s. Jones 
was a work associate of RCA's Elmer Engstrom, 
shown in another picture on page 12, and their 
wives played bridge together. 

One of Barb's memories is of seeing her mother's 
image via a facsimile unit on the sun porch in their 
suburban Camden, New Jersey, home. Apparently 
redheads were thought to be good subjects for 
facsimile experiments. Another recollection is of 
Russian dinner guests in the home in the ' 30s on the 
occasion of their television-related visit to this 
country. Jones himself was scheduled to go to 
Russia afterwards but became ill and died in 1936. 

Jones also brought home radios for family 
evaluation—at one time eleven radios and 
facsimiles were in the household. Especially, there 
was interest in the distaff's opinions regarding 
styles of the cabinets. One very practical 
consideration for instance was whether the leg 
bracing under the cabinet was too low to allow 
dusting the floor. Or, would decorations placed on 
the top have to be removed to play the phonograph? 

We still have several radios from that time, left to 
my wife's mother by the company when Jones died. 
One we have is probably a Model 146 all-wave set. 
It was Barb's study companion in high school. 
We're not certain of the type because there is no 
chart on the cabinet nor any evidence there ever was 
one; presumably it was a pre-production version. 
Our son Nevell has another, a large radio-
phonograph console (Model 540) also from that 

time. On it the record changer is the type that dumps 
the record into a chute on the side. You can almost 
hear it go "Ouch" from this treatment. 

Now comes some "small-world" stuff. When I 
joined RCA in 1942, my supervisor was an engineer 
(Maloff, co-author of a book on electron optics) 
who had been an employee under Jones, as I learned 
some years later. Dr. Engstrom was by then in 
charge of the company's laboratories in Princeton, 
New Jersey. There I worked on military projects for 
most of the war. I ended up doing a couple of small 
special projects for Dr. Zworykin, who is pictured 
on page 13 in Brian's article. When I left for the 
Navy, Dr Zworykin asked me, "Why do you want to 
do that? They will just send you to Washington!" He 
was right but it worked out well for me. 

I didn't meet Barb until 1946 in Washington, where, 
as it turned out, we both worked for the National 
Bureau of Standards. Fortunately for me, she had 
chosen Washington and NBS instead of RCA's offer 
of a position in New Jersey. On our first date I also 
met my future mother-in-law and spent a good bit of 
the time talking with Mrs. Jones about mutual RCA 
acquaintances. 

Finally, at a recent Antique Wireless Association 
convention there was a bookseller who had a 
collection of industrial and technical memoranda 
including some from RCA personnel. He took out a 
few from the early '30s, two of which were directed 
to Barb's father. And they were from an engineer 
whom both my wife and I had known. A small 
world indeed! 

These notes were written after Brian's article 
appeared but before Ed Lyon's in March 2001 on 
the VT fuze program. At one time my activities 
provided a link between people from those two 
articles. More later...a 
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Ti,o1 bLs 
Picnic Date Set 

The date for the annual fall MAARC 
picnic and auction is Sunday, October 
14. The site is the Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center, 3789 Queen Anne's 
Bridge Road in Davidsonville, Mary-
land, between the Washington Beltway 
and Annapolis. This is the same loca-

tion as last year. The parking lot at the site has recently 
been expanded and repaved, which will make the flea 
market more pleasant. The main auction will be held 
inside in the meeting hall as it was last year. You can 
either bring a picnic lunch from home or purchase 
sandwiches, drinks, etc. at the site just like last year. 
Gates will open at 9 a.m. (Do not arrive earlier than 
this, because there is no place to park outside the 
fence.) We will include more details and a map in the 
September newsletter, but do note this date on your 
calendar! 

MAARC Elections Coming Up! 

Our nominating committee (Ken Mellgren and Willie 
Sessoms) has prepared a slate of MAARC officers and 
director candidates for the coming year. Here it is: 

President: Geoff Shearer 

Vice President: Fred Newberry 

Treasurer: Rod Matzko 

Directors: Brian Belanger 

Lynne Bushong 

Ray Donik 

Paul Farmer 

Gene Gardner 

Ed Lyon 

Domi Sanchez 

Charlie Scarborough 

Willie Sessoms 

Eric Stenberg 

Gordon Wynn 

As per our bylaws, this slate will be presented to our 
members at the September meeting and a vote taken. 

Our current President, Ed Lyon, has served MAARC 
with distinction since 1996. Ed is stepping down as 
President, but will continue to be a MAARC director 
and active in the club, assuming the slate above is ap-

proved at the September meeting. He will also con-
tinue to be co-editor of our newsletter. Ed is certainly 
well respected in our own club as well as in the nation-
wide antique radio community for his in-depth knowl-
edge of radio and radio history. His well-written and 
researched articles that have appeared regularly in Ra-
dio Age have helped to make our newsletter one of the 
best around. Members often don't realize the long 
hours of work that our volunteer officers must put in to 
keep this club running well. When you see Ed, please 
thank him for his distinguished service to the club! 

Updated Newsletter Index Available 

By the time this newsletter reaches you, an updated 
index to Radio Age and the MAARC newsletter that 
preceded it should be available on our website (www. 
maarc.org). This index includes detailed listings by au-
thor and by subject. It can be very helpful in finding 
articles on a subject of interest to you. For those of you 
who do not have Internet access, hard copies of the in-
dex will be offered for sale at our monthly meetings. 

Auction Policy Clarification 

A situation arose at RadioActivity this year that gener-
ated some controversy and required a quick policy de-
cision. An item had been auctioned that was assumed 
to be complete but the buyer found that a key power 
supply unit was missing, which was not evident from 
looking at the item. Our auctioneer had made a com-
ment in good faith to the effect that "it appears to be 
all there." The buyer had bid up the price assuming the 
unit was complete only to find that the power supply 
was missing. The seller pointed out that in auctions 
like ours, there is no guarantee on any item and that all 
items are sold "as is." While this is certainly true, our 
officers took a quick poll and decided that the fair way 
to handle it was to re-auction the item, which, of 
course, then sold for less than it did originally. We try 
to be fair to both buyers and sellers, but sometimes that 
is a difficult path to tread. 

We will modify our auction policy statement to make 
explicit the fact that in future auctions, if we discover 
that the auctioneer had made an incorrect statement 
about an item being auctioned that might have had a 
significant impact on the bidding, or if the seller had 
misrepresented the item, MAARC reserves the right to 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Restoring a Zenith 3000-1 
(Insist on Genuine Antique Transistors) 

BY PAUL HYMAN 

This is a description of the minutia that arise in 
repairing old transistor radios. The Zenith 

Trans-Oceanic Royal 3000-1 is the case study 
described here. I have worked on several with 
success, so I had no misgivings about purchasing a 
well-preserved example on Ebay. It didn't work, as 
promised by the seller. 

The radio was introduced in 1964, and nearly 84,000 
were made. A good reference for this and the entire 
line of Zenith Trans-Oceanics is The Zenith Trans-
Oceanic by Bryant and Cones. It includes a section 
on the repair of these sets. Chapter 11, "Physical and 
Electronic Restoration of Solid-State Models" is of 
particular interest. A table of transistors using Zenith 
nomenclature is provided, as well as information 
about two replacement sources for "obsolete" 
transistors and integrated circuits—SK and NTE. 
NTE subsequently absorbed SK. The NTE line of 
semiconductors is available through Mouser 
Electronics. 

I usually concentrate on the audio section first when 
restoring a radio. If the audio section is working, by 
using a modulated RF signal generator I can hear my 
success in restoring the IF+RF sections. In the audio 
section of my Zenith I checked two drivers and the 
push-pull output stage using a simple audio 
frequency signal generator (a Twin-T oscillator and 
a battery). I connected the signal source to the input 
of the volume control, and when it produced a 
controllable squeal, I knew the audio was 
functioning. 

The high frequency circuits were next. I found that 
two transistors in the IF section were defective. To 
check these transistors, measure the negative 
collector voltage. If it is less than the value stated on 
the schematic (-7.5 to - 10 volts) then a transistor has 
a collector shorted to ground drawing excessive 
current across the load resistors and dropping the 
voltages (the usual fault). First, though, make sure 
the available voltage to the load resistors from the 

power supply is what it should be (- 12 volts). 
Carefully pull out the IF transistors (turn the power 
off when pulling or replacing the transistors as they 
are sensitive to transients.) Measure the collector 
voltages. When the shorted unit or units are out of 
the circuit the voltage normalizes. Replace the 
transistors one at a time. The good ones wouldn't 
lower the voltage, but the bad ones will. 

I replaced the bad transistors in my Zenith and the 
AM worked well on all bands. You can use the direct 
replacement 2N2089 or the NTE equivalent, as an 
exact replacement does not matter here. As noted 
below, in other sections an exact replacement may be 
more critical. 

The FM band remained dead. Replacing the FM RF 
amplifier and the mixer with NTE replacement 
transistors restored FM reception, but with a serious 
fault. The dial reading of the station's frequency was 
off significantly. (The dial reading was below the 
station's actual frequency.) I was reluctant to realign 
the FM tuner. 

Finding replacements for PNP germanium transistors 
not manufactured for the past twenty years is not 
easy. My source was the universal replacement 
service offered by NTE, noted above. The FM tuner 
transistors are type 2N2654, the AM IFs are type 
2N2089. (The SAMs Photofact for this model 
provides data on the "original equipment" 
transistors.) Supposedly, the 2N2654 can be replaced 
by the NTE 160, the 2N2089 by the NTE 126. 

As I thought more about the dial calibration 
problem, I guessed that the replacement NTE PNP 
germaniums, which were physically much smaller 
than the original transistors, had lower inter-
electrode capacitance than the original devices, and 
thus the dial was reading high because these 
transistors were operating at VHF frequencies where 
a few picofarads are significant. Bryant and Cones 
hint at this in their chapter. Their solution was 
hunting up a parts set to get original transistors. 
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However, these may be scarce and expensive, and 
there is always the possibility that the transistors in a 
parts set may also be bad. 

You can find old PNP germaniums if you look hard 
and long. After I did so and hunted up an old 
2N2654, I replaced the NTE replacement transistor 
in the FM mixer with the original equipment 
2N2654. Voila! The dial was once again accurate and 
the set was fully restored. Obviously the modern 
universal replacement just didn't work well in this 
case. It was too modern! You have to match the 
input-output parameters of the old devices, 
especially at VHF. My conclusion is that for the RF 
stages an exact replacement is a must unless you 
want to chance a complete realignment. 

Let me know if you are interested in these old 
semiconductors. I still have a few spares.3 

If you plan to move, don't forget to notify our 
Membership Chair. Paul Farmer, with 
sufficient lead time. Radio Age is mailed as 
bulk mail to minimize mailing costs. The Post 
Office does NOT forward bulk mail! 

(Continued from page 12) 
re-auction the item. In many cases, this will require 
an on-the-spot judgment call as to whether the miss-
ing information was of sufficient importance to mate-
rially affect the selling price of the item. 

RatlioActivitv 2CC11 Was a Success 

The bills from RadioActivity have now all been paid 
and MAARC ended up about $ 1,600 in the black. We 
try to set the fees such that the event approximately 
breaks even (but of course we feel that losing money 
is more of a concern than coming out ahead so we 
generally estimate attendance fairly conservatively to 
ensure that we don't end up in the hole). The biggest 
expense is always the hotel bill. Publicity is also a 
significant expense. Our fees are generally low com-
pared to many other antique radio meets around the 
country, and judging from this year's experience, we 
should be able to keep them low next year again. We 
expect to be using the same hotel again, although the 
contract for 2002 has not yet been signed. 

Your officers welcome feedback on what you liked 
and didn't like about this year's meet (other than the 
rain, over which we obviously have no control). 

Apart from the MAARC officers, who are expected to 
devote considerable time to working at the meet, 
there were many other volunteers who helped to make 
this meet a success. Two that we want to note in par-
ticular are Sherri Thompson and Lynne Bushong, 
both of whom spent long hours staffing the registra-
tion desk. Thanks, Sherri and Lynne, for a job well 
done! 

For the Record 

Fifty-six people attended the July 15 MAARC meet-
ing, including three first-time attendees. At the show 
and tell session the audience got to see an unusual 
Japanese reproduction of a 1920s battery set, several 
early photos of Baltimore station WFBR, a Federal 
Model 200, an obscure cathedral radio, and some rare 
tubes. Vice President Geoff Shearer gave a short pres-
entation on restoring Philco chassis and rewinding 
particular coils that are often open. 

Fred Newberry won the 50/50 drawing but donated 
his winnings back to MAARC, netting MAARC $ 14. 
(Thanks, Fred!) Tube sales amounted to $81; capaci-
tor sales, $68; and new newsletter index sales, $2. In-
cluding donated items, the total auction receipts were 
$101.3 
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Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month. 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 10th of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

For Sale by Non-member: 1931 
Philco Model 70 cathedral. 
Unrestored, original finish, missing 
one knob and a few small veneer 
chips, $250. 1939 Silvertone Model 
101.571, VG condx, $50. Zenith 
6D610W, ivory Bakelite, $20. Betty 
Brown, 14715 Dunbarton Drive, 
Upper Marlboro Drive, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 20772, (301) 627-3398. 

For Sale: Loewe Opta "Magnet" (type 
2735w) 3-band radio, table model, 
with cabinet/stand that used to house a 
record player. Display case and record 
storage in the cabinet. Call for details. 
$50 or best offer. Can even deliver it if 
you are not too far from me. Larry 
Foote, 103 Roosevelt Rd., Sykesville, 
MD 21784, (410) 795-1658, and ask 
for Larry, or leave a message. 

For Sale by Non-member: Pair of 
RCA 106 speakers. One still has the 
works inside, both have the original 
wool tapestry on front and sides, which 
is in excellent condition. $200 each or 
the pair for $375. Elsie Fox, 
Charlottesville, VA (804) 973-5743, 
email: foxtique@adelphia.net 

For Sale: Many of your favorite old 
time radio shows are available on tape 
cassettes. You select the shows you 
want and purchase them by the hour. 
Fast, friendly service. Send for our 
catalog listing over 5,700 shows 
arranged by category and title. Only $2 
(P&H). Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 
2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

For Sale: Premier Model 570 signal 
generator (with instruction manual & 
leads), $35. RCA Model SC-83, RF-
AF generator (no leads/manual), $30. 
PACO Model S-50, 5" push-pull 
oscilloscope, (leads no manual). 
Micronta Cat. #22-024 transistor 
checker (leads and manual), $20. 

PACO Model G-30 RF signal 
generator (manual no leads), $30. 
Riders Trouble Shooting Manuals, 
Volumes 10, 12, 13, & 14, $20. ea. (all 
four for $60). Modern Radio Servicing 
by Alfred A. Ghirardi ( 1st edition), 
$25. All items plus postage. Stephen L. 
Bonino, 107 Georgetown Road, 
Glassboro, NJ 08028, (856) 881-0244, 
email: slbon@erols.com 

Sale: Estate auction with many old 
radios, consoles, table tops, and 
plastics. Also fire scanners. No list but 
pictures will be available via email. No 
home brews, parts, or exotic sets. Sale 
by Eddie Hoffman, on Saturday, 
August 25th at 10 a.m., 900 East 9th 
Street (Monocasy Village), Frederick, 
MD. Contact Gary Ledbetter: 
relays@worldnetattnet or call (301) 
473-4563. 

For Sale: Galena crystal radios, 
homemade, sensitive and selective. 
Also, parts and circuit to make your 
own. L. Gardner, 458 Two Mile Creek 
Road, Tonawanda, NY 14150, email: 
radiolen@aol.com 

For Sale: Magnificent Magnavox AM/ 
FM/phono combination, Model 
1SR3784 ( 1954), 22 tubes, two 12" 
speakers, separate treble amplifier 
driving a horn tweeter. One of the last 
classic mono tube radios. Beautiful 
cherry finish with two doors. Best 
reasonable offer. Pick up only. Alva 
May, 6623 US Hwy 340, Shenandoah, 
VA 22849, (540) 652-8638. 

Wanted: Good working condition 
tube tester that can test everything 
from O lAs to 12BE6s. Prefer military 
type TV-7DU. Cabinet refinishing 
done, reasonable prices. Norm 
Messersclunidt, 200 West Furnace 
Branch Road, Glen Burnie, MD 
21061, (410) 590-9169. 

Wanted: An Antique Electronic 
Supply battery eliminator like the one 
described in the June issue of Radio 
Age. I would be willing to purchase a 
used one in excellent working 
condition or have someone build me a 
new one from the kit, but you would 
have to guarantee that it is in good 
working order. Henry James, 3519 
Rhom Road, Baltimore, MD 21207. 
Day phone: (410) 887-4876, Fax: 
(410) 887-4878. 

Wanted: Radiola 20 front panels 
(slant-front and panel with the knobs 
on it). The veneer damage on mine is 
severe. Paul Roche, 9914 Indian Ln., 
Silver Spring, MD 20892, (301) 754-
3608, email: paul.roche@nih.gov 

Wanted: Good working driver for an 
Atwater Kent Model R horn speaker. 
Geoff Shearer, 14408 Brookmere 
Drive, Centreville, VA 20120-4107, 
(703) 818-2686, email: 
gshea90278@aol.com. 

Wanted: Sylvania Model 221Z 
Polymeter. Output transformer for 
Crosley Model 124 radio. Power 
transformer for Atwater Kent Model 
40. Someone to calibrate an RCA 
Model WV-510A Master Volt Ohmyst. 
Paul M. Williams, 2364 Beaver Valley 
Pike, New Providence, PA 17560-
9622, (717) 786-3803. 

AUTOCALL—The Official Journal 
of the Foundation for Amateur Radio, 
is a monthly publication covering the 
activities of nearly 50 amateur radio 
organizations in the Capital area. To 
know what is happening with respect 
to ham club activities, subscribe to 
Auto-Call. Only $8 per year for 12 
issues. Write Auto-Call, PO Box 7612, 
Falls Church, VA 22040-7612. (Make 
check payable to "Foundation for 

Amateur Radiona 
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Sun., Sep. 16 

Sun., Sep. 30 

Sat., Oct. 13 

Sun., Oct. 14 

Sun., Nov. 18 

Sun., Dec. 16 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

F.A.R. Fest 2001, Baysocks baseball stadium, 
Bowie, MD, near the intersection of US 50 and 
US 301. 

Stafford, VA, Hamfest. 

MAARC annual picnic/auction, Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center, 3789 Queen Anne's Bridge 
Road, Davidsonville, MD. Gates unlocked at 9 a.m. 
Main auction at 2 p.m. Map and details in Sept. 
Radio Age. 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
c/o Paul R. Farmer 

P.O. Box 352 

Washington, VA 22747-0352 

2004-03 

Bruce Shetrone 

969 Shore Acres Rd 

Arnold, MD 21012-1724 
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